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Abstract. A procedure is illustrated for the determination of the normal direction of a

discontinuity plane within a solid finite element. Using so-called embedded discontinuities,

discrete constitutive models can be applied within a continuum framework. A significant

difficulty within this method for three-dimensional problems is the determination of the

normal direction for a discontinuity. Bifurcation analysis indicates the development of a

discontinuity and multiple solution for the normal. The procedure developed here chooses

the appropriate normal by exploiting features of the embedded discontinuity method.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The analysis of localised failure in three-dimensional solids presents considerable chal-
lenges. Many of the existing techniques that are applied to two-dimensional analysis
(such as enhanced continuum models) are not readily applicable to three-dimensional
analysis since they require very fine meshes to capture the high strain gradients that pre-
cede failure. The analysis of three-dimensional solids calls for the application of new and
novel techniques that can produce accurate solutions with relatively coarse finite element
meshes.

Discrete failure analysis holds considerable potential for three-dimensional analysis.
With discrete models, the inelastic behaviour that with enhanced continuum models is
captured by several elements across the localisation zone, is compressed onto a line. The
challenge then is to develop numerical methods that are able to incorporate the displace-
ment jump the occurs across the line. To do this here, discontinuous shape functions are
added to finite elements. The second difficulty is how to orientate a discontinuity plane in
space. This particular issue is focused upon in this paper. A method is used to determine
the orientation of a discontinuity plane within a finite element. The method is simple to
implement and entirely local in nature.

2 KINEMATICS OF A DISPLACEMENT JUMP

The displacement field for a body Ω, within which a displacement jump occurs across
and internal surface Γd, can be decomposed into two parts:

u(x, t) = û(x, t) + HΓd
Ju(x, t)K (1)

where u and û are continuous functions and HΓd
is the Heaviside function on the discon-

tinuity. Taking the gradient of (1), the strain field (for small strains) can be expressed:

∇u = ∇û + HΓd
(∇ JuK) + δΓd

(n⊗ JuK)

= ε̄ + δΓd
(n⊗ JuK)

(2)

where ∇ is the symmetric gradient, δΓd
is the Dirac-delta distribution centred on the

discontinuity and n is the normal to the discontinuity. The strain field in (2) has been
grouped into bounded (ε̄) and unbounded parts (δΓd

(n ⊗ JuK)).

3 FINITE ELEMENT IMPLEMENTATION

The incorporation of displacement discontinuities in finite elements and the application
of discrete constitutive models has received significant attention recently. The method
used here for incorporating a displacement discontinuity, so-called embedded discontinuity,
has been used with success1? –3 for the analysis of localised failure.

The key feature is that displacement jumps are added as incompatible modes to finite
elements. Following the enhanced assumed strain4 approach (EAS), the strain field is de-
composed into compatible and incompatible parts, with the incompatible part containing
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the Dirac-delta distribution. From the three-field variational statements, it is possible
to eliminate the stress field from the unknowns by requiring that the stress field and
the enhanced strain field are orthogonal. This process and integration of the Dirac-delta
distribution over a volume yields two weak equilibrium equations2? :

∫

Ωe

BT
σ dΩ = f ext (3a)

∫

Ωe

G∗T
σ dΩ +

∫

Γd,e

te dΓ = 0 (3b)

where B contains the usual strain interpolations, σ is a vector containing components
of the stress tensor, f ext is the external force vector, G∗ contains the enhanced strain
interpolations and te is the traction forces vector at the discontinuity. Equation (3a) is
the usual virtual work expression and equation (3b) enforces weak traction continuity on
a per element basis. For details of the components of G∗ and calculation of the stress
field, see ? .

3.1 Static condensation

A key feature of the finite implementation is that the enhanced modes are incompatible,
and therefore can be solved at element level. This feature will be exploited later in
determining the direction of the normal to the discontinuity.

4 CONSTITUTIVE MODEL

It was shown by Simo et al. 1 that classical strain softening continuum constitutive
models could be refined for the special case where a displacement jump develops. By
including a ‘jump’ (be it in the strain field across a certain length or a displacement
jump) the spurious case of zero energy dissipation upon failure, as predicted by classical
continuum theory, is avoided. A jump of the displacement field is the case a strain jump
across a band of zero width. The constitutive model examined here is for small strain
associative plasticity. It is also possible to form discrete models for damage5, large strain
plasticity2 and non-associative plasticity6.

4.1 Associative plasticity

The classical governing equations for isotropic associative plasticity can be written:

σ̇ = C : (ε̇ − ε̇
p) (4a)

ε̇
p = λ ∂σφ (4b)

q̇ = −λH∂qφ (4c)

φ(σ, q) = φ̂(σ) + q − σ̄ ≤ 0, λ ≥ 0, λ φ(σ, q) = 0 (4d)

where ε
p is plastic strain tensor, C is the elastic constitutive tensor, λ is the plastic

multiplier, φ(σ, q) is a yield function, φ̂(σ) is a function of degree one, q is a stress-
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like internal variable and H is the hardening modulus. The usual consistency equation
(φ̇(σ, q) = 0) is also imposed.

It can be shown that if the hardening modulus H has a distributional form, H = H̄/δ
(where H̄ is bounded), that the stress field is bounded at all times1. Intuitively this is
reasonable, since as the strain field at the discontinuity approaches infinity, the hardening
modulus approaches zero making the stress field bounded. If the hardening modulus has
a distributional form, in order for equation (4c) to make sense, the plastic multiplier must
have the form

λ = δλ̄ (5)

where λ̄ is bounded.
Assuming that all inelastic deformation takes place at the jump interface, (5) and the

unbounded part of the strain field in (2) can be inserted into (4b).

(Ju̇K ⊗ n) =






Ju̇Knn
1

2
Ju̇Kns

1

2
Ju̇Knt

1

2
Ju̇Kns 0 0

1

2
Ju̇K

nt
0 0




 = λ̄∂σφΓd

. (6)

A local coordinate system is defined relative to the discontinuity, with the n direction the
normal to the discontinuity, and the s and t directions are mutually orthogonal and in
the plane of the discontinuity. Note that the Dirac-delta distribution at the discontinuity
cancels from each side of (6). From the consistency condition, the bounded part of the
plastic multiplier can be written:

λ̄ =
˙̂
φ

H̄
. (7)

Substitution of the above expression into (4b) gives the displacement jump rate at the
discontinuity.

(Ju̇K ⊗ n) =
˙̂
φ

H̄
∂σφ. (8)

4.2 Von Mises plasticity

It is possible to refine equation (8) for the special case of Von Mises plasticity. The
yield functions is given by:

φ(σ, q) =

√

3

2
‖S‖ + q − σ̄ (9)

where ‖S‖ is the norm of the deviatoric stress and σ̄ is the yield strength. Differentiating
the yield function with respect to stresses,

∂σφ =

√

3

2

S

‖S‖
. (10)
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Since Von Mises plasticity allows only isochoric deformation, the normal separation at
the interface must be zero. From equation (4b) this implies that:

SΓd
=





0 σns σnt

σns 0 0
σnt 0 0



 . (11)

In view of (11), the yield function can be differentiated with respect to time.

˙̂
φΓd

=

√

3

σ2
ns + σ2

nt

(σnsσ̇nt + σntσ̇nt) (12)

Considering the basis at the discontinuity (6) and substituting equations (12) and (10)
into (8), it can be shown

[
Ju̇Ks

Ju̇Kt

]

=
3

H̄

1

σ2
ns + σ2

nt

[
σ2

ns σntσnt

σnsσnq σ2
nt

] [
σ̇ns

σ̇nt

]

(13)

Note that the determinant of the matrix on the RHS of (13) is equal to zero. This is
because the displacement jump at the discontinuity can be expressed as Ju̇K = ζm where
ζ is the magnitude of the jump and m is the direction of the jump displacement. Equation
(13) can be manipulated to give ζ :

ζ = ‖ Ju̇K ‖ =
3

H̄
√

σ2
np + σ2

nq

(σnpσ̇np + σnqσ̇nq). (14)

For numerical implementation, it is necessary to rearrange (13) to give the stress com-
ponents in terms of displacements. For two-dimensional problems where a discontinuity
reduces simply to a slip line, this can be done simply from (14) by considering only one
component. For three-dimensional problems, where a discontinuity results in a slip plane,
it is necessary to integrate along the loading path? . This results in:

σi =

(√

(σ2
s + σ2

t )t=0 +
H̄(κ)

3
κ

)
JuKi

κ
, i = s, t, κ > 0 (15)

for linear softening where κ is a history parameter, the largest displacement norm reached.

4.3 Bifurcation analysis

It has not yet been discussed how the normal to the discontinuity is determined. The
derivation of discrete constitutive models from the continuum case is complex when com-
pared to directly formulated discrete models. The reason for the refinement of continuum
models is for the information they yield about the normal to the discontinuity. It can be
shown that a displacement jump in induced when1:

det(Q(n)) = 0 (16)
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where Q(n) is the perfectly plastic acoustic tensor. This is different from the usual
localisation condition that is in terms of the elastoplastic acoustic tensor7. The singularity
of the elastoplastic acoustic tensor is related to the development of a discontinuity in the
strain field. Combining the two criteria, upon loading of a material, at the onset of
localisation a jump in the strain field is predicted. The jump in the strain field is then
followed at a later stage by the development of a displacement jump. Only under special
conditions will the two conditions coincide. A key difference between the development of
a strain jump and a displacement jump is that a strain jump involves a material length
scale defining the width of the strain jump. However, by considering the material from
a scale at which the length scale approaches zero, a strain jump across zero width is
equivalent to displacement a jump. Based on the this assumption, a displacement jump
will develop when the elastoplastic acoustic tensor is singular.

5 DETERMINATION OF THE NORMAL

The bifurcation criteria in the previous section determines the normal to the discon-
tinuity. The difficulty that exists however is that the bifurcation criteria yields multiple
solution for the normal vector. The second difficulty for three-dimensional and com-
plex two-dimensional problems is that analytical solutions for the bifurcation criteria do
not exist. To find normal solutions to the bifurcation criteria, an iterative procedure in
used. The procedure, proposed by Ortiz et al. 8 , is a constrained minimisation procedure.
The aim in finding roots of the acoustic tensor numerically is to minimise the function
f(n) = det(Q(n)). Local minimums, constrained by ‖n‖ = 1, are indicated by:

∇(f(n) − µ‖n‖2) = 0 (17)

where µ is a Lagrange multiplier. The derivative of the determinant of a second order
tensor that is a function of x can be expressed

d

dx
det(A(x)) = Cof(A) :

dA

dx
(18)

where Cof(A) is the cofactor of the tensor A. The cofactor and the inverse are related
using the determinant.

A−1 =
1

det(A)
Cof(A) (19)

Using the relationships in (18) and (19) it is possible to differentiate f(n) and the expres-
sion in (17).

det(Q)Q−1(Cepn)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

J

−µn = 0 (20)

The minimisation problem can now be written as an eigenvalue problem in terms of the
matrix J, the eigenvectors n and eigenvalues µ.

Jn− µn = 0 (21)
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To find solutions to the eigenvalue problem, half of the domain of admissible normals (since
if n is a solution, so is −(n)) is swept over incrementally to locate approximate solutions
(n0). The constraint ‖n‖ = 1 can be easily maintained by using spherical coordinates
where n = (cos ϕ cos θ, cos ϕ sin θ, sin ϕ). After locating approximate solutions to (17),
the solutions are refined iteratively using (21).

J(ni)ni+1 − µi+1ni+1 = 0 (22)

For each iteration, the matrix J is evaluated using ni and then used to calculate a new
ni+1, the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue (µi+1).

The next step in the procedure is to select the appropriate normal vector from the
multiple solutions. To do this, the incompatible nature of the enhanced functions is
exploited. For each element where the development of a discontinuity is indicated by the
bifurcation analysis at the end of a loading step, the set of possible normal vectors is
calculated. Then, the incremental displacements for the next step in the finite element
analysis are applied to each localised element for each possible normal direction and the
magnitude of the displacement jump of the interface calculated locally through static
condensation. Whichever solution gives the largest displacement jump is chosen as the
normal to the discontinuity. This procedure provides an estimate of which solution will
result in the greatest local energy dissipation.

The procedure can be further simplified for problems which constrain the displacement
jump (like yield functions that do not allow plastic volume change). For Von Mises
plasticity, simply the relative difference in incremental displacements on either side of the
discontinuity, in the plane of the discontinuity, can be compared. The normal direction
that results in the largest relative displacement difference provides an estimate of the
normal that will result in the greatest local energy dissipation. It is emphasised that the
entire procedure is local, and therefore fits easily within the finite element method. There
is no need to examine adjacent elements or solve the global system of equations in order
to determine the discontinuity direction.

6 BIAXIAL TEST

To illustrate the numerical procedure, a three-dimensional biaxial test is performed
(Figure 1). A section of the mesh is weakened to induce localised failure. In the case of
the biaxial test, it is necessary to constrain possible normal directions in the weakened
element. It is shown that the proposed method is able to capture the correct orientations
of two shear bands. No restrictions on possible discontinuity plane inclinations are placed
on the bulk of elements.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The use of embedded discontinues for analysing localised failure in three-dimensional
solids had been considered. The method is considered well suited for the efficient analysis
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Figure 1: Embedded discontinuities for biaxial test

of large, three-dimensional problems. A significant difficulty in using discontinuous models
is the determination of the direction of the discontinuous planes within finite elements.
The difficultly is that bifurcation analysis yields multiple solutions and usually some
restrictions are placed a priori in order to limit possible solutions. For three-dimensional
problems, a priori restrictions based on visual observation of a problem are not reasonable.
The second alternative, examining information from neighbouring, can be difficult in
finite element codes and presents difficulties when a localisation zones propagates several
elements in one load increment. To avoid these difficulties, a simple, entirely local scheme
has been used and shown to correctly capture the orientation of slip planes in a three-
dimensional solid.
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